JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The effect of variation in nectar reward on flight patterns, and correlatively potential gene flow, was studied using an enclosed colony of Bombus pennsylvanicus foraging on an artificial flower system. At low nectar variance foragers primarily visited adjacent (near neighbor) plants. Foragers responded to increasing variation in nectar reward by deviating from near neighbor visitation. Correspondingly, significant increases in the mean and variance of interplant flight distance were observed. By applying the isolation-by-distance model of population structure and equating interplant flight distance variance with gene dispersal variance, neighborhood size, area and diameter were estimated. Neighborhood size and area increased approximately threefold and neighborhood diameter increased 65% over the range of nectar variances tested. These results suggest that variation in nectar reward encountered by foraging bumblebees could play a role in mediating pollen dispersal in natural systems.
Introduction
Pollen mediated gene dispersal in entomophilous plants is determined primarily by the influence of plant density on the distances pollinators move between successively visited flowers (Levin and Kerster 1969a) . The relationship between flight distance and plant (flower) density has been investigated for a variety of pollinatorplant systems and has been shown to be density dependent (Bateman 1947 , Levin and Kerster 1969a , b, Ehrlich and Gilbert 1973 , Estes and Thorp 1975 , Schaal 1978 , Waddington 1979a . As flower density increases, flight distance and gene dispersal decrease.
The dependence of pollinator flight distance on plant density is explained well when examined from the viewpoint of optimal foraging theory (Schoener 1971 , Pyke et al. 1977 . If foragers' patterns of movement are selected to maximize energy intake while minimizing time or energy expended, it follows that foragers can maximize energy intake by minimizing interplant (flower) flying time (Pyke 1978) . By always visiting the nearest neighbor plant, (subject to directional constraints), interplant flying time and distance is minimized at all plant densities. To date, near neighbor visitation (NNV) has formed the basis of theoretical work on gene flow in continuously distributed populations Kerster 1974, Turner et al. 1982) .
However, NNV may not always be the most energetically profitable pattern of movement. Given variation in the quantity of nectar per flower (plant) resultant from prior foraging (Heinrich 1975 , Corbet 1978 , Southwick et al. 1981 , Zimmerman 1981a , Southwick 1982 , and heterogeneity in nectar production among plants due to local edaphic factors (Fahn 1949, Shuel and Shivas 1953) and phenological stage (Collison 1973, Southwick and Southwick 1983) , the extent to which NNV is advantageous should depend upon the foragers' ability to acquire information about this variation. If a forager can direct its movements to rewarding plants and/or minimize visits to nonrewarding plants, interplant flight time among rewarding plants can be decreased from that expected from NNV, which would include visits to nonrewarding plants. Such a response would increase the mean and variance of interplant flight distance, simultaneously increasing potential gene flow.
Both laboratory and field studies have shown that foraging bees are sensitive to variation in reward size and distribution. Foragers have been observed to modulate flight distance based on the reward status of previously visited flowers (Pyke 1978 , Hartling and Plowright 1978 , 1979 , Heinrich 1979 , Waddington 1980 , Hodges 1981 , concentrate foraging in nectar-rich areas (Inouye 1978 , Heinrich 1979 , Pleasants 1981 and to discriminate between nectar-rich and poor flowers by offsite assessment (Heinrich 1979) . We predict then, that within a population, the distribution of gene dispersal distances will be a function not only of plant density but also of the interplay between the degree of variation characterizing the distribution of nectar rewards and pollinator sensitivity to reward variance. This paper assesses the flight response of the bumblebee Bombus pennsylvanicus to variation in nectar reward for an experimental population of flowers in the context of Wright's isolation-by-distance, or neighborhood, model (1943 Wright's isolation-by-distance, or neighborhood, model ( , 1946 .
Materials and methods
During the summer of 1981 we established a colony of bumblebees Bombus pennsylvanicus inside a 2.5 m x 1.5 m x 2 m screen enclosure. The enclosure was located in a second growth woods approximately 11 km from Raleigh, North Carolina at Yates Pond Research Lab, operated by the Department of Zoology, North Carolina State University.
To control the quantity of reward offered per flower and the spatial distribution of rewards, an artificial flower system was employed. Bumblebees forage readily on this and similiar flower systems (Heinrich et al. 1977 , Schnetter 1977 , Hartling and Plowright 1979 , Cameron 1981 , Real 1981 , Real et al. 1982 .
We used a technique initially described by Waddington (1979b) and modified by Real (1981) . Wells 3 mm deep, 1.5 mm wide and 2.5 cm apart were drilled into a 1.2 m x 1.2 m x 6 mm plexiglass sheet (or "flowerboard"), generating a uniform distribution of 2304 wells. From these possible positions random coordinates for 100 artificial flowers were chosen. Flowers consisted of squares of yellow cardboard, which were numbered and fixed under the appropriate wells. The board was placed over a green plywood sheet of equivalent dimensions. For each trial known quantities of diluted honey (nectar) were dispensed into the appropriate wells. The diluted honey was adjusted to 30% sucrose equivalents measured on a hand refractometer and dispensed using either a Gillson variable-volume or Hamilton fixed-volume microdispenser. The flowerboard was then inserted into the enclosure and a single individual was allowed to forage until satiated. For each trial the sequence of flowers visited was recorded. From these data the flight distance and directional correlation between successively visited flowers were obtained. At the conclusion of the foraging bout the board was removed and washed with a heavy spray of water.
The experiment contained five treatments, each applied in three trials. Treatments were defined by the variance characterizing the distribution of nectar rewards (mean reward was held constant at 2 Rl). Increasing nectar variance was created by decreasing the number of rewarding flowers while increasing the quantity of nectar in the remaining flowers. Flowers containing rewards were randomly dispersed on the flowerboard. The treatment design is listed in Tab. 1.
The foragers used in the experiments were trained to associate the colored cardboard squares with nectar sources by maintaining copious quantities of nectar in all flowers for 2 d prior to the initiation of the experiments. The bees used in the experiments reported herein were a subset of those employed in Real et al. 1982 . The present work and Real et al. 1982 were conducted simultaneously. Five foragers each trained as indicated above were used in the present work and are identified by trial in Fig. 2 .
Although we are attempting to relate pollen and hence potential gene flow to variance in nectar reward, the structure of the flower system is incompatible with the use of pollen or pollen analogues and so does not allow direct assessment of pollen dispersal. Hence, the distribution of interplant flight distances is used to infer pollen flow (Kerster and Levin 1968 ,Beattie and Culver 1979 , Schmitt 1980 .
To estimate the effect of the foragers' response to increasing nectar variance in the context of Wright's isolation-by-distance model we assumed our small population of "flowers" to constitute a portion of a larger continuously distributed population and each "flower" to be hermaphroditic and correspond to the location of a single outcrossing plant.
Tab. 1. Treatment design. Distribution of nectar per flower used to generate the variance in nectar reward for each treatment. Column 3 indicates the percent of flowers containing nectar, (in parentheses) followed by the volume contained.
Treatment
Reward variance 
Characterization of bumblebee flight response to plant spacing and nectar variance
For each of the 100 randomly distributed flowers, the distance to the nearest neighbor was measured. These distances form a distribution of potential flight distances which is a function of the pattern of plant spacing. Comparison of the distribution of potential flight distances with actual flight distances recorded for treatment 1 (nectar variance = 0) indicates that foragers do not adhere to strict near neighbor visitation (KolmogorovSmirnov two sample test d = 0.38, p = 0.01; Fig. 1 ). The net effect of the bumblebees' response to nectar variance is to increase the disparity between potential and actual flight distance distributions (Fig. 1) . The absolute axially corrected flight variance for each trial is given by S2 = EY2/2N, where Xy2 = the sum of squared flight distances and N = the number of flights recorded (Kerster 1964 , Levin and Kerster 1969b , 1971 . The response of flight variance to increasing nectar variance is shown in Fig. 2 . The relationship is again linear, Y = 10.35 (cm) + 6.35 (cm) X and is statistically significant (F 1,13 = 29.63, p < 0.0001; R2 = 0.695). The predicted response in flight variance represents an-2.5 fold increase over the range of nectar variance 0 to 24.
Kurtosis
The most prominent feature of the flight distance distributions given in Fig. 1 is the kurtosis exhibited by each. The larger the value of g2, the more probable is the occurrence of rare or exceptional events; in this case long distance flights and correlatively long distance gene flow.
Using log10 transformed values of g2, we tested the null hypothesis of no relationship between nectar variance and g2 using linear regression. The slope of the regression is positive, however the model is not significant (F 1,13 = 2.07, p < 0.1740). If the data set is partitioned into low variance (nectar variance = 0,1) and high vari- ance (nectar variance = 8, 16, 24) classes a Wilcoxon two sample test shows the two classes to be significantly different (z = -2.65, p < 0.004; one tailed alternative hypothesis), indicating that although not log linearly related to nectar variance g2 is greater in high variance treatments.
Flight directionality
If foragers' departure directions on successive flower visits are positively correlated and all pollen collected at a source plant is not deposited at the first pollen recipient (Hartling 1979 , Hartling and Plowright 1979 , Thomson and Plowright 1980 , then gene dispersal based on flight distance will be underestimated (Levin et al. 1971) . If significant directional correlations are present and variable in degree between treatments, then the isolation-by-distance model must be modified on a per treatment basis (Levin et al. 1971) . Directional correlations are revealed through examination of the distributions of departure angles (see Wadington 1980) . If no directional correlation exists a uniform distribution of departure angles is expected. If departure angles are normally distributed then a high degree of directional correlation is indicated. The distribution of departure angles for each treatment is given in Fig. 3 .
A X2 goodness of fit was used to test each distribution for deviation from normality (Fig. 3) . Only for treatment 3 (nectar variance = 8), does the observed distribution deviate from normality. However, when tested for goodness of fit to the uniform distribution, the X2 value is much larger (X2 = 58.56, p < 0.0001), suggesting this distribution more closely resembles the normal distribution. If the degree of directional correlation is related to nectar variance, treatment 1 and 5 should represent extremes of the response. However, these distributions are not significantly different (X2 = 5.36, d.f. = 8, 0.50 < p < 0.75; nonparametric two sample test (Batschelet 1965)).
We conclude that although a significant directional correlation is present within treatments there is no treatment related trend in the degree of directional correlation. The bumblebees' response to the treatments are therefore comparable within the framework of the isolation-by-distance model. The incorporation of a directionality constant does not qualitatively change the outcome of the response.
Neighborhood analysis
Wright's isolation-by-distance or neighborhood model (1943, 1946) allows us to estimate and explore the consequences of potential gene flow based on the variation observed in interplant flight distance. Central to the model is the concept of a genetic neighborhood.
A genetic neighborhood is defined as a local panmictic unit within a parent population and is described by three parameters, Neighborhood Size, Area, and Diameter. Neighborhood size (Ne) depends on effective density (the number of reproducing individuals per unit area) and gene dispersal variance. Ne is equivalent to the number of reproducing individuals in a circle whose radius is twice the standard deviation of the distribution of gene dispersal distances. Neighborhood area (A) is the area of the circle occupied by Ne individuals. Such a circle will contain 85.6% of the parents of the individuals at its center. Neighborhood diameter (D) is the diameter of the neighborhood area. Ne, A and D were estimated for each trial and averaged by treatment (Table 2 ). These descriptors of the genetic substructure of the hypothetical population change significantly in response to increasing nectar variance. Since A x d = Ne, Ne and A respond similiarly. This response is linear and highly significant (F 1,13 = 35.03, p < 0.0001; R2 = 0.73). The best fit equation for neighborhood size is Ne = 422.9 + 23.93X. For neighborhood area A = 6.1 + 0.34(meter) x. Neighborhood diameter increased 65%, from 2.62 ? 0.10 m to Tab. 2. Estimates* and standard errors of neighborhood size (Ne), area (A) and diameter (D) computed for each treatment. Each estimate is based on 3 trials per treatment. Wright (1943 Wright ( , 1946 , adjusted for kurtosis for each trial, according to Wright (1969) . d = effective density (69.6 plants m-2 for the flowerboard).
4.33 + 0.21 m, over the range of nectar variances tested. The net effect of the bumblebees' response to nectar variance is to increase the number of individuals within the profile of potential gene dispersal from a given source. Frequency distributions of the near neighbor status of each flower visited in relation to its preceding flower were tabulated for treatment 1 and 5. The data indicate that at high nectar variance the probability of visiting the first or second nearest neighbor flowers is reduced and the probability of visiting flowers separated by four or more intervening flowers from the source flower is increased. When these data are expressed as cumulative frequencies (Fig. 4) , 95% of the flights from a source flower are shown to be to one of the first six nearest neighbors at zero nectar variance. At the highest variance the 95th percentile for flowers visited includes the first fourteen nearest neighbors. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test shows the distributions to be significantly different (D = 0.2305, p < 0.01).
Discussion
The pollen component of gene dispersal in entomophilous plant species has been described as highly deterministic; pollinator flight behavior, and concomitantly gene flow, being dependent upon plant density and predictable from a knowledge of plant spacing parameters (Levin and Kerster 1969a) . However the results of our experiments indicate that foragers of B. pennsylvanicus are sensitive to variation in nectar reward and respond by modifying interplant flight distance. Consequently the distribution of gene dispersal distances for our artificial population is not solely a function of plant density.
The net effect of increasing nectar variance on the foragers' pattern of movement is to increase the fre- quency of long distance flights. From a netic viewpoint these flights are impoi amplify gene dispersal variance by trai further in one generation than expecte( generations of gene flow based on the distance. However, prior to exploring tl bumblebees' response to nectar varian( hood parameters, it is important to cons cumstances under which pollen vectors counter variance in reward quantity ai distributions we employed (many non high rewarding flowers) and (2) the ra over which the response could be expect The distribution of nectar rewards lation of flowering plants is affected edaphic factors, the proportion of flowc of the flowering phenology, and the int( use. When considering changes in this d a short time interval, foraging activity w primary source of variation in nectar vol Foraging activity can produce a distrib rewards which is skewed toward nonre, (Heinrich 1975 , Southwick et al. 198 1981a , Southwick 1982 and in which re are patchily distributed (Pleasants ar 1979 , Zimmerman 1981b . Given pollin ness to variation in reward size, these ar we would expect to promote increased deviations from NNV and increased gene flow. However, pollen deposition (primarily between near neighbors) during the period of foraging activity generating the skewed reward distribution may limit or preclude the genetic representation of pollen moved relatively long distances during periods of high nectar variance. Therefore the extent to which long distance pollen flow during periods of high nectar variance leads to gene flow is likely to be a function of the number of pollen grains deposited during "long" versus"short" flights (Waddington 1981) , the number of pollen grains neccessary for fertilization, the timing of deposition, and the interaction of pollen grains on and with the stigma (Mulcahy 1975 , Ockendon and Currah 1977 , Ter-Avanesian 1978 .
Secondly, the bumblebees' response to nectar variance may itself be density dependent. In a controlled field study Schaal (1978) showed that the degree to which foragers of B. pennsylvanicus deviated from NNV while foraging on Liatris pycnostachya was density dependent. At high densities foragers tended to skip a greater percentage of adjacent near neighbors. In 1
addition, Heinrich (1979) showed that foragers of B.
10 11 12 13 14 terricola rejected a greater percentage of low quality s flower heads of Trifolium repens at high densities as f the near neigh-compared to low densities. nce = 0 (circles) Deviations from NNV may thus be a luxury afforded indicate 95th per-to foragers only at relatively high floral densities. At high densities the cost of interplant flight is low, hence the penalty (in terms of energy lost) from bypassing a potentially rewarding flower is small. At low densities i population ge-the cost of interplant flight is greater, as is the penalty rtant since they resulting from incorrect assessment of reward status. nsporting genes Under most conditions a forager's knowledge of the disd from multiple tribution of rewards and ability to discriminate between mean dispersal rewarding and non-rewarding flowers will be incomhe effects of the plete. The cost of interplant movement may then limit ce on neighbor-the range of densities over which the forager can afford sider (1) the cir-to sample the distribution of rewards. are likely to enAssuming the dynamics of pollen deposition on the nalogous to the stigma allow this secondary pollen flow to be equated irewarding, few with gene flow, what is the significance of the observed nge of densities increase in Ne, A, and D? Within a population comed to operate. posed of neighborhoods of size Ne, gene frequency variwithin a popu-ance will decay at a predictable rate (Wright 1946) . Inby genetic and creasing Ne decreases the rate of decay of genetic vari-,rs at each stage ance and hence, limits local random differentiation ensity of forager among areas of the population. The effect of the bumlistribution over blebees' response to increasing nectar variance is to inill constitute the crease Ne from ~ 375 to -1026. At an Ne of 375 the poume per flower. tential for population subdivision due to local random ution of nectar differentiation of gene frequencies is minimal; at a Ne warding flowers of 1026 individuals, the potential is comparable to that I1, Zimmerman expected for a completely panmictic population. warding flowers A and D are completely determined by gene dispersal id Zimmerman variance. Hence both are measures of potential intraator responsive-population gene transfer. Gene migration across a e the conditions neighborhood occurs at a given rate per generation (Dobzhansky and Wright 1943) , therefore the degree to which two neighborhoods are isolated is determined by the number of neighborhoods separating them. For a given population, the smaller the neighborhood diameter, the greater the degree of isolation by distance. Because the strength of selection necessary to maintain adaptive differentiation between neighborhoods is linked to the degree of isolation by distance, local adaptive differentiation is less likely in populations characterized by large neighborhood diameters (Slatkin 1973 , Endler 1977 . The increase in neighborhood diameter over the range of nectar variances tested represents a 65% decrease in the degree of isolation by distance within the population.
The spatial dimension of a neighborhood represents the area over which gene flow is homogenized, and is linked to the population's response to local selection pressures. The smaller the neighborhood area in relation to the scale of local selective differences, the greater the potential for local adaptive differentiation. Conversely, when A is large in relation to the scale of local variation in selective pressures, differentiation may be precluded by the swamping effect of alleles entering from adjacent neighborhoods. For the range of nectar variances investigated the response in neighborhood area represents an = threefold expansion in breeding structure.
For entomophilous species, previous studies have described changes in neighborhood area and diameter as density dependent, while change in neighborhood size has been described as density independent (Levin and Kerster 1969b ). The present study documents change in Ne, A, and D within an experimental population independent of changes in plant density or distribution. These changes in neighborhood parameters are attributed to the response of bumblebees encountering variation in the quantity of nectar at flowers. Applying our results to natural systems, the bumblebees' response to nectar variance suggests the hypothesis that estimates of gene flow may change through a short segment of a population's flowering period i.e. within a day or hours, during which the number of flowers remains constant. This expansion in gene flow would occur as the distribution of nectar rewards decays to resemble those employed herein.
